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Prologue

McDougall visited Washington with Bruce briefly in 1938, and for longer 
periods alone in 1941 and 1942. There his ideas were well received; the ground 
had already been prepared.

In nineteenth-century America, ‘Social Darwinism’ inspired Andrew Carnegie’s 
Gospel of Wealth, which argued in favour of accumulation of wealth, but 
also that wealth must be used for the benefit of society. Inherent in this view 
was capitalism without restriction. ‘Progressivism’ developed as an informal 
movement aiming to mitigate the harsh effects of unregulated capitalism 
through measures including democratic reform, regulation of corporations and 
monopolies, labour rights and social justice. Many progressives campaigned for 
professionalism, rationality and efficiency in government. Scientific progress 
and training were essential to that efficiency. 

Progressivist thinking underlay much of the ‘New Deal’ promised by Roosevelt 
in 1932; the influence of progressivism can be seen in the careers and thinking 
of many key figures in his administration. In the early 1940s, some of the most 
senior members would influence and be influenced by McDougall. Foremost 
amongst these was Vice President Henry Wallace, a former Republican who 
campaigned for Roosevelt in 1932. As a precocious student, Wallace’s interests 
had ranged from plant genetics and agricultural economics to quantitative 
analysis. He developed statistical correlation techniques in pioneering corn-
hog ratio studies; experiments with corn cross-breeding brought him wealth 
and fame. From Thorstein Veblen, he took up the idea of ‘cultural lag’: the 
inability of economic and social institutions to keep pace with advancing 
technology. In his first book, Agricultural Prices, published in 1920, Wallace 
‘hoped that contemporary business civilization would soon give way to the 
rule of “production engineers” and “statistical economists”’. This reflected the 
ideas of ‘evolutionary positivism’: a belief that ‘progressive social change occurs 
naturally as more information becomes available, enabling men to use their 
reason more effectively to control environment. Eventually the data become 
the mechanism of social change, their mastery and administration the solution 
to social problems.’1 McDougall, the self-taught collector of statistics and 
proponent of thorough investigations, might not have described his views in 
so theoretical a fashion, but this accorded closely with his approach to effecting 
change.

1 Norman D. Markowitz, The Rise and Fall of the People’s Century: Henry A. Wallace and American Liberalism, 
1941–1948, Free Press, New York, 1973, pp. 12–14.
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In March 1933 Wallace was appointed Agriculture Secretary, a position earlier 
occupied by his father, and became one of the Administration’s foremost 
advocates of economic planning. He persuaded Roosevelt to adopt the domestic 
allotment plan, production control through voluntary crop reduction, which 
became the basis of the first Agricultural Adjustment Act (AAA). Wallace’s 
book New Frontiers portrayed the New Deal as ‘an adventure in planning and 
popular participation—a movement towards economic democracy’; he defined 
the New Deal as ‘an attempt to mediate between the extremes of total security 
and total freedom’. Like most New Dealers, Wallace stressed the need for 
mass purchasing power and high levels of consumption to achieve recovery. 
Administration supporters portrayed him as ‘an idealist and philosopher, a 
dreamer who epitomized the best hopes of the New Deal’.2 By the late 1930s, 
his Department of Agriculture led the way in social programs, providing loans 
to tenants and farmers and relief for the rural poor, production and general 
agricultural planning, ‘ever-normal granary’ measures of crop insurance and 
storage, and food-stamp programs that aimed at both relief for the poor and 
disposal of surplus produce. He was also held responsible for failures of some 
programs to achieve their intended goals and for ‘destruction of ten million 
acres of cotton and the slaughter of six million little pigs’ under AAA crop-
reduction programs. But, like Bruce and McDougall, Wallace thought that ‘to 
have to destroy a growing crop is a shocking commentary on our civilization…
made necessary by the almost insane lack of world statesmanship’ from 1920 
to 1931.3

During McDougall’s visit to Washington in 1941, Wallace was appointed head 
of an Economic Defense Board, which was described as a ‘sort of ministry of 
economic warfare’. McDougall sent Bruce a cutting referring to the position 
giving Wallace ‘jurisdiction over post-war planning’ and putting him ‘in an 
advantageous position to develop a program which might later serve as a platform 
for his Presidential candidacy’.4 Wallace suggested McDougall see economist 
Winfield Riefler, who was Adviser to the board, following ‘a significant career’ 
with the Federal Reserve Board. He had been Economic Adviser to the Executive 
Council during the New Deal, advising both Treasury and the Department of 
Agriculture, and had also been Chairman of the Central Statistical Board.

Riefler was a graduate of experimental teaching programs at Amherst College 
and at the Robert Brookings Graduate School, where students were exposed 
to the ‘institutional approach’ to economics. Institutionalism saw economics as 
a study of the nature and functioning of the ‘economic order’ and as relevant 

2 Ibid., pp. 20–1.
3 Ibid., p. 26; Walter J. Samuels, Henry A. Wallace and American Foreign Policy, Greenwood Press, Westport, 
Conn., 1976, p. 37.
4 NAA, M104/1, 9(6), letter, 1 August.
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to ‘the problem of control’ rather than exercises in ‘formal value theory’. The 
graduate school, established to prepare graduates for policy research and senior 
public service positions, taught ‘the art of handling problems rather than…
accumulated knowledge’. Its aim was to produce ‘craftsmen who can make 
contributions to the intelligent direction of social change’. It emphasised 
‘self-motivation, wide-ranging intellectual curiosity, and…the analysis and 
creative solution of social problems’.5 McDougall knew Riefler as a member 
of the Financial Committee of the League of Nations and again when Riefler 
became Minister in charge of Economic Warfare at the US Embassy in London 
in 1942. They, too, had attitudes in common. The Amherst–Brookings approach 
could well describe much of McDougall’s own. Graduates of these programs 
formed an influential network in the 1930s and 1940s. Many occupied key 
positions in government and in movements for social and institutional reform 
and international cooperation.6 These included Stacy May, Assistant Director 
of the Rockefeller Social Sciences Division until 1942, whom McDougall met 
in New York in 1938; Mordecai Ezekiel, Economic Adviser to the Secretary 
of Agriculture from 1933 to 1944 and later Special Assistant to the Director-
General of FAO; and Isador Lubin, Commissioner of Labor Statistics and a 
Special Adviser to Roosevelt during World War II.

Assistant Secretary of State Adolf Berle was an important mentor to McDougall 
during his 1942 visit. Berle was an original New Dealer, a ‘brain-truster’ in 
Roosevelt’s 1932 election campaign and known to be personally close to the 
President. A brilliant corporate lawyer, he was co-author of ‘one of the most 
influential books of the twentieth century’, The Modern Corporation and 
Private Property, written with the assistance of a young economist, Gardiner 
C. Means, and published in 1932. It argued for government responsibility to 
ensure that corporate power worked for the benefit of individuals—a middle 
way between socialism and capitalism—and was described by Time magazine 
as ‘the economic bible of the Roosevelt administration’. It laid the foundations 
for much of the industrial, banking and finance legislation of the New Deal.7 
Roosevelt appointed Berle Assistant Secretary in the State Department early in 
1938, suggesting the department needed ‘an adventurous mind’.8 In 1938 there 
were fears of renewed depression; Berle was, writes his biographer, probably the 
highest-ranking official in Washington conversant with Keynes’s ideas. He acted 
in the State Department as ‘a free-lancer with special access to the President’, his 
primary mission ‘to focus Roosevelt’s and Washington’s economic thinking…on 

5 Malcolm Rutherford, ‘Walton Hamilton, Amherst, and the Brookings Graduate School: Institutional 
Economics and Education’, (Draft), September 2001, <http://ideas.repec.org/p/vic/vicddp/0104.html> 
[accessed 2006], pp. 2, 16, 17.
6 Ibid., pp. 24–6.
7 Jordan A. Schwarz, Liberal: Adolf A. Berle and the Vision of an American Era, Free Press, New York, and 
Collier Macmillan, London, c. 1987, pp. 55–62.
8 Ibid., pp. 110–11.
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recovery schemes consistent with business realities and America’s place in the 
world’. He advocated increasing America’s national wealth by means of ‘pump-
priming’ through an enhanced Reconstruction Finance Corporation (RFC).9 
Berle had predicted that the United States might find it necessary to use ‘the 
enormous resources of the Federal Reserve system as a means of rebuilding the 
shattered life’ of Europe after the war. He and Roosevelt shared a conviction 
that ‘the time for making peace was during war’. A firm anti-imperialist, Berle 
believed that 

Britain must realize that her postwar world influence did not rely upon 
empire but rather ‘on her moral and intellectual ability to bring about 
common action among a great number of nations’…A poorer Britain 
could not afford a great world role, but the gradual relaxation of its 
imperialism would encourage American generosity that surpassed even 
lend-lease. 

Foreign aid to Europe and undeveloped countries made sense in Washington, 
which needed a postwar ‘system of open finance so that no country shall find 
itself short of supplies because it is short of exchange’.10

Nutrition had become an important field of study in US academic and philanthropic 
institutions. The Rockefeller International Health Board was concentrating on 
methods of assessing nutritional deficiencies and their significance to health. The 
Wall Street-funded Milbank Memorial Fund, a medical research body directed 
by Dr F. G. Boudreau, formerly of the League Health Organization and an old 
ally of McDougall, devoted much of its resources to nutrition studies. Its journal 
in the late 1930s carried articles on various aspects of the subject, including a 
review of the League Mixed Committee Report.11 Boudreau had contributed one 
on the international campaign for nutrition, which concluded:

The relation of better nutrition to peace may seem very remote. But 
there is no single road to peace, and if in the attempt to improve national 
nutrition, the governments succeed in promoting a fuller measure of 
social justice and in doing away in part at least with economic nationalism 
in the interests of health, it may be that the real objective of the League 
and of the Labour Office will not seem so remote as it appears today.12

Boudreau, says Daniel M. Fox, was committed to social medicine and focused 
on means to promote positive health; his ‘strongest personal interest was in 
policy for food and nutrition’. Fox also notes a longstanding policy endorsed 

9 Ibid., pp. 118–19.
10 Ibid., pp. 211–12.
11 H. D. Kruse, ‘Ever Normal Nutrition’, Milbank Memorial Fund Quarterly, Vol. XVI, no. 1, 1938, pp. 110–18.
12 F. G. Boudreau, ‘The International Campaign for Better Nutrition, Milbank Memorial Fund Quarterly, Vol. 
XV, no. 1, 1937, pp. 104–20.
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by Albert G. Milbank, President of the fund board, that ‘the fund should only 
advocate policy that already had some support among leading public officials; 
to be radical was to risk irrelevance’.13 Boudreau presumably knew that others 
agreed with his views.

Postwar planning had been receiving attention in Washington well before 
Pearl Harbor. Influential people from the President down believed that the 
mistakes of 1919 could only be avoided by early attention to planning. The 
Roosevelt Administration sought to avoid the errors made by Woodrow Wilson 
in 1918–19, including a failure to involve political opponents, particularly 
isolationists, in discussion, and delaying consideration of the peace until the 
war was won. A lesson in line with McDougall’s arguments was the need ‘to 
seek a more integrated vision of collective security through combining political 
and military co-operation with economic security…[a] precept based on the 
perceived successes of some of the League of Nations-affiliated agencies…as 
well as the harsh experience of interwar economic diplomacy.’14 Many must have 
felt, like Berle, that American resources would have to be used.

McDougall’s ideas appealed to New Dealers. Their approaches to planning and 
consumption accorded with his, and the Amherst–Brookings institutionalist 
approach gave a theoretical basis to his methods. Speeches by Wallace, Welles 
and others, urging attention to social justice, prepared his way. As far back 
as 1934 Berle had written: ‘A question has been asked why, in a civilization 
over-full of material things, more than able to supply every human need, the 
organization of economics leaves millions upon millions of people in squalor and 
misery?’15 McDougall asked that question in memorandum after memorandum. 
Herbert Hoover, who had headed a national food authority during World War 
I and was chief organiser of relief food supplies for Belgium, was ‘among the 
earliest and most forceful proponents of a novel strategic concept that linked 
security to social welfare’. Hoover argued that ‘famine breeds anarchy. Anarchy 
is infectious, the infections of such a cess-pool will jeopardize France and 
Britain, [and] will yet spread to the United States’; nationalism and Bolshevism 
would not cure hunger or unemployment, but ‘desperate populations would 
take up radical creeds’.16 McDougall used that argument too.

While isolationism persisted as a significant, and indeed strengthening, force in 
US politics in the early 1940s, Elizabeth Borgwardt argues that ‘a new iteration of 
the New Deal was becoming nothing less than America’s vision for the postwar 

13 ‘The Significance of the Milbank Memorial Fund for Policy: An Assessment at its Centennial’, Milbank 
Quarterly, Vol. 84, no. 1, 2006, <http://www.milbank.org/quarterly/8401PN.html>
14 Borgwardt, A New Deal for the World, pp. 14–15.
15 Schwarz, Liberal, p. 105.
16 Nick Cullather, ‘The Foreign Policy of the Calorie’, The American Historical Review, Vol. 112, no. 2, 2007, 
pars 26–7, <http://www.historycooperative.org/journals/ahr/112.2/cullather.html> [accessed 3 July 2008].
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world’. Proponents included journalists, social welfare activists, academics, 
professionals and church leaders as well as elected political leaders and 
bureaucrats.17 She identifies three ‘idioms’ in the US approach to international 
problems. The ‘legalistic idiom’ sought solutions in codes, conventions and 
arbitration. A ‘moralistic idiom’ after World War I brought declarations of 
principle, rather than the ‘neutral amorality’ of the legalistic idiom that had 
proved ‘tragically inadequate’. Yet the moral approach was partly responsible 
for the weak international response to Japanese aggression in Manchuria, as 
‘ineffectual intellectual moralism met studied American indifference’. The ‘New 
Deal idiom’ looked for ‘sweeping institutional solutions to large-scale social 
problems’.18 The domestic New Deal had persuaded Americans that central 
government was able to tackle ‘seemingly intractable problems’. It had also 
shown ‘a connection between individual security and the stability and security 
of the wider polity’ and that government must help individuals achieve that 
security.19 ‘A groundswell of public opinion…had developed internationalist 
and interventionist sensibilities on an epic scale, by means of direct personal 
experiences’ so that ‘by the end of the 1930s it was a truism that turning 
one’s back on the international economy would have unfavourable domestic 
repercussions’.20 McDougall was to encounter this aspect of American politics 
in Washington.

17 Borgwardt, A New Deal for the World, p. 50. 
18 Ibid., pp. 61–70.
19 Ibid., pp. 77–8.
20 Ibid., pp. 86, 96.




